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A key element of Australia’s debate on national security issues has been
a notion of forced choice between an old ally and a new major trading
partner. This is particularly so when strategic choices might produce economic
disadvantage.
The dominant characters of the Australia-China trade relationship and the
Australia-US strategic relationship often conceal the large and growing
importance of Australia’s deep and comprehensive economic relationship
with the United States of America. The integrated character of this relationship
necessitates understanding and navigation of more complex interactions than
simply trade versus security relationships.
The administration of US President Trump is implementing major changes to key
policies, including on trade, investment, security and geo-strategic posture.
Australia’s alliance relationship with the United States is facing uncertainties
and potential headwinds. The policies of the Trump administration pose more
questions than a sharpening of the divide over the question of Australia’s
relationships with the United States and China.
President Trump’s policies have the capacity for major impact for good and
ill: potentially good for the pattern of Australian investment in the United
States; more complicating for American investment in Australia; and uncertain
around trade in goods and services.
The full complexity of Australia – United States relationships is not widely
recognised in discussions in the media, amongst commentators and in
government. This publication discusses the comprehensive Australia – United
States economic relationship and underline the critical need for closer
understanding of the complex interactions.
Ian Satchwell, March 2017
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The Australia – United States alliance relationship is complex and has multiple
dimensions, including defence, security, geopolitics, energy, environment,
and trade and investment. The Australian public, media and body politic well
understand many of these dimensions.
What is less understood is the high degree of integration of the Australian and US
economies. As well as being Australia’s key strategic ally, the United States is also
Australia’s largest investment partner, its second largest two-way trade partner and
a key technology partner.
While China is Australia’s largest trade partner in terms of exports and imports, the
United States is Australia’s leading economic partner in multiple dimensions.
The United States is Australia's leading source of and destination for investment. The
stock of US investment in Australia is more than double US investment in China and
Australia has invested eight times more in the United States than it has in China.
Notwithstanding the importance of the United States to Australia, the economic
interests of the United States are negatively asymmetrical, with Australia being only
the United States’ 15th largest export destination and 29th import source, 9th largest
outward direct investment destination and 10th largest inward direct investor.
Changes to strategic and economic policies in the United States under President
Trump mean that Australia’s relationship with the United States face much
uncertainty and considerable challenge, giving rise to risks as well as opportunities.
Australia’s trade, investment and strategic relationships with other nations inevitably
will be affected by changes to the global stance of the United States. This will
place pressure on all of Australia’s relationships that will not be easily resolved
through trade-offs.
Faced with such headwinds, a deep understanding of the critical importance of
the economic dimensions of the Australia – US relationship is more important than
ever before. This is key to Australia developing sound policy, building informed
community understanding and responding constructively to changes in US policy.
Australia has long collected and analysed detailed data on exports, imports and
inward investment. But Australia has done a remarkably poor job in measuring
outward investment, and assessing the performance of Australian-affiliated
firms abroad. This severely limits understanding how Australian businesses have
responded to global opportunities, and may respond to changes in regional and
national economic structures and policies.
In accessing US markets, Australian investment in the US is more important than
Australian exports. Sales by Australian firms investing in the United States are 3.8
times greater than exports from Australia to the United States.
There are strategic implications that arise from Australia’s failure to understand
fully the breadth and depth of this two-way and increasingly integrated economic
relationship, and its interplays with other relationships. The Australian Government
needs to enhance its data on all aspects of the nation's economic relationships
with its major trade and investment partners, starting with the United States.
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FOREWORD
By Hon Kim Beazley AC, Former Australian Ambassador to the United States
Ian Satchwell's paper demonstrates that the
full dimension of Australia's American alliance
can't be fully comprehended if assessed on
the military/intelligence relationship alone.
The economic relationship, particularly mutual
investment, must be calculated and drawn
into the centre of debate. His assessment will
surprise many.
This comes as the military component needs
a modernised assessment itself. There is a shift
away from platforms and facilities to systems
and systems of systems as our military creatively
develops the applications of new technologies
largely derived from the relationship. Our White
Papers identify a regional technological edge
as critical for Australian strategic weight. We
look at the fifth generation F35 as a fighter when
it should more correctly be viewed as a sensor
platform – a tool for the development across the
services of integration of common capacities so
all platforms and personnel can operate with a
complete picture of the tasks to be fulfilled and
their ability to contribute to required outcomes.
The services are well advanced in strategising
this though it impinges little on our public
debate. Likewise our understanding of the
significance of our mutual investment.
Two way direct and indirect investment
between the US and Australia at the end of 2015
stood at $1.45 trillion. In 2015 the increase in US
investment was greater than the total stock of
Chinese investment. Overall China’s investment
of $74.9 billion in Australia was dwarfed by US
investment of $860.3 billion. US majority owned
affiliates employed 310,000 Australians across
all sectors of the economy. Wages and salaries
totalled $28 billion.
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As interesting is the story of Australian investment
in the US. Here Ian breaks new ground. Unlike
some of our investment partners, we collect
spare statistics on our investment overseas. Ian
has pursued the statistics others supply. In 2015
our investment in the US stood at $594.4 billion,
69 per cent of US investment in Australia and
30 per cent of our investment abroad, which
includes about $70 billion in China. Interestingly,
sales by Australian firms in the US exceed our
exports to the US fourfold. As with American
investment in Australia, our firms in the US cross
a multiplicity of sectors. Mining is notable but so
too is manufacturing. Smart Australian products
and ideas are benefitting from the opportunity
to join global supply chains in an environment
where economies of scale are obtainable and
intellectual property is protected.
Ian Satchwell's paper breaks new ground in our
understanding of Australia's global economic
personality. It is a must read for those who
want a full picture of our relationship with our
American ally.
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Discussion about Australia’s strategic and
economic relationships have focussed on the
notion of a binary choice between Australia’s
vital trade relationship with China – its biggest
customer and largest supplier – and Australia’s
security relationship with the United States, its
key strategic ally.
The United States’ withdrawal from the Trans
Pacific Partnership, renegotiation of NAFTA
and proposed reimposition of tariffs or border
adjustment taxes, together with President
Trump’s wider stance on US economic policy,
including trade and investment, have major
implications for Australia.
The considerations for Australia go beyond
trade relationships with China in the face of
changes to US foreign policy. Australia must also
be alert to the potential impacts of US policy
changes for its investment and trade interests,
direct and indirect and positive and negative.

The United States is Australia’s largest
investment partner and its second largest
trade partner.
Australia and the United States have a large
and growing, but largely under-appreciated,
trade and investment relationship. The United
States is Australia’s largest investment partner
and its second largest two-way trade partner.
Many US firms invest in Australia and export
goods and services to the US and elsewhere.
Many Australian firms invest in the United States
and produce goods and services there.

Recent trade and investment reports released
by DFAT and Austrade, plus data from the US
Bureau of Economic Analysis, highlight the
critical role of the United States to the Australian
economy. They also underline the breadth
and depth of Australia’s trade and investment
relationships that stretch well beyond Asia.
This publication examines the deep and
complex United States – Australia trade and
investment relationship and points out some of
the implications of announced and potential
policy changes under President Trump.

Australia needs to collect better data
on its investment relationships and
performance of Australian companies
abroad.
This paper also highlights the need for Australia
to collect more comprehensive and timely data
on its investment relationships and performance
of Australian companies abroad. Unlike some
other nations, the United States included,
Australia does not systematically collect data
on investment by its companies abroad. Neither
does it track in detail the performance of
foreign companies in Australia.
Given Australia’s growing investment
relationships and fast-changing patterns of
trade, Australia’s inadequate investment
data is a critical deficiency if government,
commentators and the community are
to fully understand Australia’s role in the
global economy.

More broadly, while China has become
Australia’s most important trading partner
for goods, Australia’s traditional trade and
investment relationships with other nations within
and outside the Indo-Pacific1 region – especially
the United States and nations in Europe – remain
vital to the Australian economy.
Changes to US trade policy and responses by
other nations globally therefore will impact both
directly and indirectly on Australia.

1
‘Indo-Pacific region’ the term used by the Australian Government, means the arc of Australia’s regional interests stretching from the Indian
Ocean, to Asia and the Pacific.
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INVESTMENT AS IMPORTANT AS TRADE
Much public discussion about trade and
trade agreements focusses on exports and
imports. For the Australian economy, however,
investment at home and abroad is as important
as trade in goods and services. That is because
Australia needs both domestic and foreign
capital to build a broader-based, more
diverse economy at home, while Australian
companies must also invest abroad to fully
access international markets and participate in
fast-developing global value chains. Investment
in Australia and internationally also improves
the competitiveness of goods and services
produced by Australian firms and global firms
in Australia.

For the Australian economy, investment
at home and abroad is as important as
trade in goods and services
As discussed later in this paper, Australian
investment in the United States is more important
than exports in accessing US markets.
In Australian political and policy discourse,
however, investment tends to take second
place to trade. In part, this is likely to be due to
lack of detailed data on Australia’s investments
abroad. As a consequence, public discussion
on trade and consideration of policy tend
to be skewed towards exports, imports and
inward investment. In the process, important
information is missed about the complexities of
Australia’s economic relationships. For example,
as this paper discusses:
•

2
3

Total stocks of Australian investment abroad
reached AU$2100 billion ($2.1 trillion) in
2015 – up 60 per cent in five years since
2011. Direct investment in businesses abroad
totalled AU$542.6 billion as at end 2015, with
the United States remaining Australia’s major
investment destination.

•

Notwithstanding the United States being
Australia’s third largest export destination,
sales by Australian firms that have invested in
the United States are 3.8 times greater than
exports from Australia to the United States.

•

The importance of the United States as
Australia’s leading investment partner is
underlined by the fact that the increase in
US investment in Australia in 2015 exceeded
total Chinese investment.

•

The value of Australia’s outward investment
in other nations is a high proportion of the
value of inwards foreign investment – a vital
fact when discussing investment policies
in Australia.

Much of the discussion in Australia about
investment is around inward foreign investment,
including perceived negative aspects. There
has been little public discussion of outbound
investment, though Trade and Investment
Minister Steven Ciobo MP recently highlighted
the importance of both inward and outward
investment in the Government’s third Investment
Statement to the Parliament2 in November 2016.
In January 20173, Minister Ciobo went further in
discussing the investment relationship with the
United States, saying:
The United States is both our number 1 source and
destination for investment – with the two-way stock
worth $1.45 trillion at the end of 2015. The stock of US
direct investment in Australia is more than double US
investment in China. And we in turn have seven and a
half times more direct investment in America than we
do in China.

As this paper makes clear in relation to
economic relations with the United States, the
Australian Government needs to continue to
increase its focus on Australian investment in
the United States, as well as other nations, if it
and other stakeholders are going to understand
and represent Australia’s full economic
interests adequately.

Hon Steve Ciobo MP (2016), Third Investment Statement to the Parliament, 23 November 2016
Hon Steve Ciobo MP (2017), The Importance of Asia in the 21st Century, Speech to Australia America Association, New York, 23 January 2017
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AUSTRALIA’S INWARD AND OUTWARD INVESTMENT
Data in International Investment Australia 20154
underlines the fact that while Australia continues
to receive substantial inward investment, it is
also a major investor abroad. One-sided public
commentary, however, reveals that the scale
and pattern of Australian investment abroad
(AIA) is not well understood.

billion. This represents 73.8 per cent of direct FIA,
which stands at AU$735.5 billion.

The value of Australian investment abroad
is more than two thirds of the value of
foreign investment in Australia

Inward investment (FIA) has been the subject
of much debate in Australia recently, mostly
around the desirability of foreign investment
versus Australian investment. On average,
between 2011 and 2015, foreign investment
made up 13.5 per cent of total Australian
assets5, with the balance coming from domestic
sources. In 2015, total investment flows in
Australia were AU$424 billion, comprising AU$348
billion in domestic savings and AU$76 billion in
foreign investment, or 17.9 per cent of the total6.

The stock of total foreign investment in Australia
(FIA) was valued at AU$3.0 trillion ($3000 billion)
in 2015, an increase of 7.9 per cent from 2014
and up 44 per cent in the five years since 2011.
The value of the stock of AIA was AU$2.1 trillion
in 2015 – or 70 per cent of inward investment.
AIA in 2015 increased 8.2 per cent over 2014
and has jumped 60 per cent since 2011.
In terms of direct investment (see Box 1 for
definitions), the stock of direct AIA was AU$542.6

Total income earned by Australian entities from
investment abroad in 2013 was AU$47 billion,
while income earned by foreign entities on
investment in Australia was AU$82 billion.

Figure 1 shows the top five nations for foreign
investment in Australia. Table 1 provide details of
the stocks of investment from the top 10 sources
for FIA.

Figure 1: Foreign investment in Australia by country – top five
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Source: DFAT (2016a), based on ABS catalogue 5352.0
4
5
6

Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT) (2016a), International Investment Australia 2015, November 2016
Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) (2016), cat. 5302.0, cat. 5352.0 and Austrade (2017), Benchmark Report 2017, January 2017
DFAT (2016a)
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European nations remain major investors in
Australia. The United Kingdom was the secondranked FIA investor into Australia in 2015 with
stocks of $499.9 billion. EU nations in aggregate
had FIA stocks valued at $990.9 billion – 33 per
cent of total FIA.

Figure 2 shows the top five countries for
Australian investment abroad. Table 2
contains details of the top 10 destinations for
Australian investment.
The map in Figure 3 illustrates the two-way
investment relationships for Australia’s top ten
investment partners.

The increase in US investment in Australia in 2015
was more than total investment from China.

As the map shows, the two-way investment
relationship with the United State is Australia’s
largest by far, with the UK the second most
important investment partner.
The stock of total US investment in Australia in
2015 was $860.3 billion, or 28 per cent of all FIA.
The United States was also the major source of
new investment in 2015, with US investment rising
10.3 per cent from 2014.

China was the seventh-ranked investor in
Australia, with total FIA of $74.9 billion. By
comparison, the stock of US investment is eleven
and a half times that of China. While China
recorded the fastest growth in FIA stocks, it was
off a low base. Indeed, in 2015, the increase
in US investment in Australia was $80.7 billion –
more than total stock of investment from China.
India was ranked 23rd largest investor in Australia
in 2015.

Table 1: Australia’s top 10 sources of foreign investment (total stocks) 2005 and 2013-2015 (A$ billion)
% change

Rank
in
2015

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
23

2005

2013

2014

2015

% share
2015

2005 to
2015

2014 to
2015

United States

334.0

716.9

779.6

860.3

28.4

157.6

10.3

United Kingdom

299.7

449.7

481.3

499.9

16.5

66.8

3.9

Belgium

23.1

206.9

225.8

238.5

7.9

933.1

5.7

Japan

51.0

164.1

181.1

199.6

6.6

291.2

10.2

Singapore

19.7

73.4

87.2

98.6

3.3

401.3

13.1

Hong Kong
(SAR of China)

31.6

63.6

74.1

85.4

2.8

170.4

15.3

China

2.3

52.2

66.4

74.9

2.5

..

12.7

Netherlands

28.7

45.3

57.2

63.0

2.1

119.5

10.1

Luxembourg

4.5

60.7

59.0

58.3

1.9

..

-1.1

Switzerland

19.9

55.1

47.2

50.2

1.7

151.7

6.4

10.9

11.0

11.6

0.4

..

5.6

1,305.4

2,543.7

2,803.9

3,024.4

100.0

131.7

7.9

of which: APEC

493.4

1,190.8

1,321.0

1,456.0

48.1

195.1

10.2

ASEAN

37.1

101.7

118.1

126.7

4.2

241.0

7.2

EU (a)

419.8

879.4

950.7

990.9

32.8

136.1

4.2

G20 (b)

824.4

1,887.0

2,055.1

2,207.6

73.0

167.8

7.4

OECD

853.8

1,885.9

2,047.8

2,199.8

72.7

157.6

7.4

Country

India
TOTAL

Notes: (a) EU25 in 2005, EU28 from 2013. (b) Excludes data for Argentina and Turkey in 2005; Argentina in 2013; Brazil in 2013 to 2015 and
Mexico in 2014 to 2015.
Source: DFAT (2016a), ABS. Based on ABS catalogue 5352.0
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Figure 2: Australian investment abroad by country – top five
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Source: DFAT (2016a), based on ABS catalogue 5352.0

The stock of total Australian investment in the
United States in 2015 was $594.4 billion, which is
69 per cent of the level of US foreign investment
in Australia and makes up 29 per cent of all of
Australia’s investment abroad.

The United States hosts 29 per cent of
Australia’s investment abroad
Highlighting Australia’s status as a global
investor nation is the fact that in all of Australia’s
major investment relationships, except with
Belgium and to a lesser extent Japan, Australian
investment in each partner nation is remarkably
close to inward investment from that economy.
Belgium’s dominance of its investment
relationship with Australia can be explained
by the influence of international financial
derivatives that are traded through Brussels.
The asymmetry with Japan highlights the
importance of the recently concluded JapanAustralia Free Trade Agreement in creating a
platform for Australian investment in Japan.
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After the United States, EU countries together
are the second most valuable investment
destination for Australia ($589.5 billion), led
by the UK, where AIA stocks are $353.2 billion.
China is Australia’s fifth-ranked investment
destination with outward Australian investment
stocks of $70 billion, which is not much less than
Chinese investment in Australia.
In terms of total investment, Australia’s
investment in the United States is eight and
a half times that in China. As Trade and
Investment Minister Steve Ciobo pointed out in
January 2017, Australia has seven and a half
times more direct investment in companies in
the United States than it does in China.
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Table 2: Australia’s top 10 destinations for foreign investment (total stocks) 2005 and
2013-2015 (AU$ billion)
% change
Rank
in
2015

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
18

2005

2013

2014

2015

% share
2015

2005 to
2015

2014 to
2015

United States

303.1

492.2

569.0

594.4

28.6

96.1

4.5

United Kingdom

88.6

278.2

329.3

353.2

17.0

298.5

7.2

New Zealand

61.5

86.7

99.1

98.7

4.7

60.4

-0.4

Japan

31.8

51.0

69.8

93.2

4.5

193.4

33.5

China

2.0

37.5

57.6

70.2

3.4

..

22.0

Singapore

9.0

40.2

51.4

67.1

3.2

641.0

30.5

Germany

18.1

60.1

65.1

66.9

3.2

270.7

2.7

Hong Kong
(SAR of China)

10.4

31.9

46.3

50.7

2.4

387.6

9.4

Cayman Islands

3.9

30.6

39.2

49.5

2.4

..

26.2

France

np

34.4

41.6

45.6

2.2

..

9.6

India

1.1

6.9

9.7

10.6

0.5

827.0

8.4

TOTAL

776.3

1,693.3

1,922.5

2,080.7

100.0

168.0

8.2

of which: APEC

446.2

876.6

1,018.5

1,097.2

52.7

145.9

7.7

ASEAN

17.7

74.3

85.0

100.7

4.8

469.4

18.5

EU (a)

190.1

484.0

556.2

589.5

28.3

210.0

6.0

G20 (b)

550.1

1,175.8

1,352.7

1,443.9

69.4

162.5

6.7

OECD

584.4

1,192.1

1,368.8

1,443.9

69.4

147.1

5.5

Country

Notes: (a) EU25 in 2005, EU28 from 2013. (b) Excludes data for Argentina and Saudi Arabia in 2005
Source: DFAT (2016a), based on ABS catalogue 5352.0
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Figure 3: Australia’s 10 largest investment partners inward and outward: stocks of total investment as at
end 2015 (AU$ billion)
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Figure 4 indicates the direct investment by the United States and Australian firms in each other’s
economy from 2008 to 2015. The strong rise in US investment in Australia is clear, underpinned by
investment in oil and gas, but not solely so. Manufacturing and services also figure prominently.
Figure 4: United States and Australia direct investment position ($US millions)
200000
Millions of dollars

Outward
Inward

150000
100000
50000
0

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

Source: US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) (2016a), Australia - International Trade and Investment Country Facts, July 2016

Box 1: Composition of foreign investment
Total foreign investment comprises direct investment, as well as indirect investment such as
portfolio investment, financial derivatives, reserve assets and other investment. See Figure 4 for
proportions of each category in Australia in 2015.
Direct investment is where an investor acquires or holds 10 per cent or more ownership in a
business or other asset. By holding 10 per cent or more of the shares or equity in the business,
the direct investor is deemed to exercise a significant degree of influence in its management.
In Australia’s international investment statistics, data on foreign direct investment (FDI) in
records where individuals or businesses outside Australia hold 10% or more ownership in an
Australian business or other asset. Similarly, data on Australia’s foreign direct investment
abroad records where Australian individuals or businesses hold 10% or more ownership in a
foreign business or asset.
Portfolio investment consists of equity (shares) and debt securities (bonds, bills, money market
instruments) not above the 10 per cent ownership threshold for direct investment. Portfolio
investment indicates investment in a business or asset where the investor has no appreciable
say in the operation of the business or asset.
Financial derivatives are financial instruments that are linked to a specific financial instrument,
indicator or commodity, and through which specific financial risks can be traded in financial
markets in their own right.
Reserve assets (only recorded for Australian investment abroad) are the financial assets
effectively controlled by the Reserve Bank of Australia.
Other investment is the residual category and captures all other types of investment (excluding
reserve assets) such as currency and deposits, loans, trade credit and accounts payable
and receivable.
Source: DFAT (2016a), International Investment Australia 2015
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that likely invested funds in other countries (see the capital contributions to their affiliates. Equity de
section “Indirect ownership”). The position in the creases are the funds parents receive when they reduce
United Kingdom was $593.0 billion, or 11.8 percent of their equity interests in their affiliates.
Figure
4(b):position.
ForeignIninvestment
in Australia
(left)
investment
abroad
(right) by
the total
Luxembourg,
the position
wasand Australian
Reinvestment
of earnings.
Reinvestment
of type
earnof
investment,
2015or 10.0 percent of the total; holding ings—the difference between the U.S. parents’ share of
$503.0 billion,
Reserve assets
3.2%and the
companies accounted for most of the position in Lux their foreign affiliates’ current-period
earnings
embourg. The position in Canada was $352.9 billion, affiliates’ distributions of a portion of their earnings to
or 7.0 percent of the total, and in Ireland, it was $343.4 their parents—decreased 9.4 percent to $285.0 billion
billion, or 6.8 percent of the total.
in 2015. The decrease was the net result of a $46.7 bil
lion decrease in foreign affiliate earnings and a $17.3
Changes by component
%
The $211.2 billion increase in the%
outward direct in
%
vestment position reflected financial transactions out
%
flows and other changes in position (table B and chart
4).

22.0

24.3

31.5

26.1

Financial transactions
Outward financial transactions were $303.2 billion in
2015, compared with $292.3 billion in 2014. The out
flows in 2015 consisted of $297.0 billion of net equity
outflows and $6.1 billion of net debt instruments out
flows.
Equity investment. In 2015, net equity outflows
Other
Investment
Direct
Investment of earnings
Portfolio Investment
consisted
of $285.0 billion
of reinvestment
and $12.0 billion of equity outflows other than rein
vestment
of earnings. Equity increases result from (1)
Source:
DFAT (2016a)
parents’ establishments of new affiliates, (2) payments
by parents
to unaffiliated
parties
for the purchase
Australia
is one
of the largest
destinations
for USofoutward direct investment, as shown in Figure 5.
capital
stock
or
other
equity
interests
when
they
ac
Australia ranks 9th, but in several of the major investment
destinations, including the Netherlands,
quire
an
existing
business,
(3)
payments
to
acquire
ad
United Kingdom and Luxembourg, substantial proportions of US investment are in holding
ditional ownership interests in their affiliates, and (4)
companies that invest elsewhere7. Most of the US direct investment in Australia is in operating assets
of US firms.

53.7%

39.1%

Figure 5: US outward direct investment position as at end 2015 (US$ on historic cost basis)

More than $100 billion
$10 billion to $100 billion
$1 billion to $10 billion
-$1 billion to $1 billion
Suppressed to avoid disclosure of data
of individual companies

Not visible

Not applicable

United Kingdom Islands, Caribbean
Bermuda

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis

Source: BEA (2016b), Direct Investment Positions for 2015, July 2016

7

BEA (2016b), Direct Investment Positions for 2015, July 2016
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US firms in Australia
The large presence of US firms in Australia
means that the potential impact of President
Trump's economic policies go beyond United
States’ abandonment of the TPP. The incoming
administration has proposed variously 35 to 45
per cent tariffs on Mexico and China and a 5
to 10 per cent general import tax. During the
campaign, President Trump proposed tariffs
on products of companies that move their
production from the United States to other
countries. Since being elected, the President
has threatened a ‘big border tax’ on cars
made in Mexico and imported to the US. There
is a proposal within Congress for a border
adjustment tax.

Foreign direct investment makes a critical
contribution to the Australian economy
Partial indicators of foreign investment presence
in Australia in 2013 are provided in International
Investment Australia 20158 and Economic
Activity of Majority Foreign Owned Businesses
in Australia9. They show that foreign direct
investment makes a critical contribution to the
Australian economy, with major foreign-owned
companies having assets in Australia valued at
AU$1.1 trillion (AU$1,100 billion), earning sales
revenue of AU$629.3 billion and employing
nearly 700,000 persons.
The United States is the largest source of this
direct investment with 23.6 per cent of direct
FIA stocks.

Figure 6: Foreign direct investment in Australia
by partner – stocks

UNITED
STATES

OTHER

23.6%

28.3%

UK

10.3%
ASEAN 5.6%

Canada 3.5%
Other EU 11.1%
Switzerland 1.1%

China 4.8%

Japan 11.7%

Source: DFAT (2016a), based on ABS catalogue 5352.0

US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) data10
show that the value of the stock of direct
investment from the United States in Australia
rose by 148 per cent in the 10 years from 2006
to 2015, to US$167 billion (AU$217 billion11) on a
historic cost basis.

The United States is Australia’s largest
source of direct investment
Figure 7 shows that the major sectors for US
direct investment in Australia are: mining,
including oil and gas; financial services;
manufacturing; and professional, scientific and
technical services.

DFAT(2016a)
DFAT (2016b), Economic Activity of Majority Foreign Owned Businesses in Australia, November 2016
10
US Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) (2016a), Australia - International Trade and Investment Country Facts, 2016
11
Exchange rate as at 1 July 2015
8
9
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Figure 7: Composition of US direct investment in
Australia
Financial Services

11.8%

Manufacturing
9.1%
Professional,
Scientific and
Technical
Services 5.2%
Wholesale
trade 4.3%

MINING

17.7%

Information
services
3.3%

NON-BANK HOLDING
COMPANIES

44%

Other
industries
4.9%

Source BEA (2016a)

DFAT analysis12, drawing on BEA data, shows
that in 2013 there were 842 majority US-owned
foreign affiliates13 in Australia with total assets
of AU$639.1 billion. These firms contributed
AU$48.3 billion in value-added to the Australian
economy and generated high export value. The
affiliates generated sales of goods and services
globally of AU$189.7 billion (Figure 8), compared
with Australian imports from the United States of
AU$39.5 billion.

In 2013, US majority-owned affiliates in Australia
employed 310,000 people (Figure 6) and paid
wages and salaries totalling AU$28 billion. By
sector, the affiliates employed 500 persons in
the agriculture industry, 8,800 in the mining
industry (including oil and gas), 116,800 in the
manufacturing industry and 183,600 in the
services industries. Net income earned by US
affiliates in Australia in 2013 was AU$17.2 billion,
and in 2014 jumped to AU$25.3 billion.
In 2013, the United States also had 45 minority
owned affiliates in Australia. These companies
had total assets in Australia of AU$150.4 billion
in 2013, sales of goods and services valued at
AU$45.8 billion and employed 47,500 people.
US institutions appear to understand the
benefits of United States investment abroad.
Researchers at the US-based Peterson Institute14
have conducted research about the impact
that the performance of foreign affiliates of USbased firms has on the American economy. The
researchers found that a 10 per cent increase
in employment at US affiliates in other countries
would lead to increases in: US employment
by 3.9 per cent; sales in the United States by
4.1 per cent; exports by 4.2 per cent; capital
expenditure by 4.3 per cent; and R&D spending
by 5.4 per cent.

Sales by sector of these US-owned affiliates
included, in 2013: agriculture AU$738 million;
mining AU$136.8 billion; manufacturing
(mainly in food, chemicals, metal products
and transport equipment industries) AU$66.7
billion; and services (mainly in the professional,
scientific, and technical services, wholesale
and retail trade and the finance and insurance
industries) AU$119.5 billion.

DFAT 2016(b)
Majority-owned includes all affiliates where firms own 50 per cent or more equity.
14
Hufbauer, Gary, Theodore Moran, Lindsay Oldenski, and Martin Vieiro. Outward Foreign Direct Investment, US Exports, US Jobs, and US R&D,
edited by Gary Hufbauer, et al., Peterson Institute for International Economics, 2013.
12
13
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Figure 8: Sales by majority-owned United States and Australian affiliates
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Source: BEA (2016a)

Figure 9: Employment by majority-owned United States and Australian affiliates15
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Source: BEA (2016a)

15
BEA advises that the increase in most U.S. multinational enterprise activities from 2013 to 2014 appears to largely reflect the improved
coverage of these activities in the 2014 Benchmark Survey of US Direct Investment Abroad.

Next page:

Affiliates with Australian ownership of 50 per cent or more of equity and with assets, sales, or net income (+/-) greater than US$25 million
BEA collects data on both affiliates and the individual enterprises that they operate in the US. Other nations that collect data on FATS report
on affiliates only
18
BEA (2016a)
19
Affiliates with between 10 per cent and less than 50 per cent Australian ownership
20
Austrade (2015), Trade and Investment Note Overseas Investment of Australian Companies, April 2015
16
17
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Australian firms in the United States
Many Australian firms are active in the United
States, either or both as exporters and investors.
As noted earlier, the stock of Australian direct
investment abroad was valued at AU$542.6
billion in 2015, with the United States accounting
for AU$105.2 billion (19.4 per cent of Australian
direct investment abroad).
In 2013, Australia had 116 majority owned
affiliates16 in the United States with 1,169
operating enterprises17. These affiliates had total
assets in the United States of AU$305.6 billion.
The value added by these affiliates contributed
AU$16.4 billion to the United States economy
in 2013.
BEA data18 show that in 2013, Australian majorityowned affiliates in the United States employed
94,900 people and had sales of US$58.2
billion (Figure 8 and Figure 9). Manufacturing
operations made up a quarter of total
Australian investment in the United States. In
2013, Australian affiliates spent US$186 million
on research and development in the United
States, with R&D expenditure totalling US$801
million in the five years 2010 to 2014. Net income
earned by Australia affiliates in the United States
in 2013 was US$15.4 billion, rising in 2014 to
US$19.9 billion.

BEA data also show that in 2013, 65 per cent
of sales value by Australian majority-owned
affiliates in the United States was generated
in the Manufacturing, Financial & Insurance,
and Professional, scientific & technical services
sectors, underlining the knowledge intensity of
the economic relationship (see page 32).
BEA reports that Australia also had 78 minority
owned affiliates19 operating in the United States.
These had total assets in the United States
of US$16.5 billion in 2013, sales of goods and
services valued at US$7.1 billion and employed
7,800 persons.
Taken together, Australian affiliates, both
majority and minority owned, in 2013 had total
assets in the United States of AU$322.1 billion,
employed 102,700 people in the United States
and generated sales turnover of AU$65.3 billion.
A 2015 Austrade report, Overseas Investment of
Australian Companies (OIAC)20, highlights the
importance of the United States for Australian
Investment abroad. Figure 10 summarises the
ranking of the United States against other
economies and key sectors for investment.

Figure 10: Direct investments of top 2000 Australian companies by market and industry
(number of companies)
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Source: Austrade (2015)
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OIAC analysed Australian direct investment
abroad using individual company level
data from Australia’s top 2,000 public and
private companies.

A total of 213 (23 per cent) of companies
nominated the United States as their first or
second most important overseas market.
Amongst these companies, 43 per cent were
from the manufacturing sector, 11 per cent
were professional, scientific and technical
services companies, and 8 per cent were
information, media and telecommunications
companies (Figure 11).

Austrade’s International Business Survey 2016
(AIBS)21 is based on online survey conducted
during late 2015 and early 2016 that captured
the responses of 913 Australian companies
drawn from 19 industry sectors. The companies
surveyed operate in more than 100 countries.

Figure 11: Main businesses of Australian firms active in the United States
43%

Manufacturing (n=92)

11%

Professional, Scientific and Technical services (n=24)
Information media and telecommunications (n=16)

8%

Wholesale trade (n=15)

7%
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7%
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6%
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4%
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Sources: Austrade (2016).
Notes: Survey question: What is the main business of your company?
Number of responses = 213. The sample consists of companies that identify U.S. as either top 1 or top 2 country from which they have earned
international revenue in the past year.

21

Austrade (2016), Australia's International Business Survey 2016, August 2016
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The United States is a leading destination
for Australian investment across all sectors

These results are largely reinforced by the
OIAC analysis in Table 3, which shows that the
United States ranks within the top 5 nations as
destinations for the five leading sectors for direct
Australian investment abroad.

Table 3: Direct investments of Australian companies by industry and market, 2015
Manufacturing
Rank

Country

Co.'s

Wholesale & retail
trade
Country

Co.'s

Professional,
Scientific and
Technical Services
Country

Co.'s

Financial and
Insurance Services
Country

Co.'s

Mining
Country

Co.'s

1

NZ

291

NZ

406

NZ

174

NZ

192

USA

77

2

USA

282

UK

66

UK

141

USA

146

Canada

61

3

UK

152

Hong
Kong

56

USA

121

UK

125

NZ

58

4

Malaysia

108

USA

47

Singapore

55

Singapore

36

Singapore

42

5

China

98

China

38

Canada

36

Luxembourg

28

PNG

38

6

Singapore

83

Singapore

31

Hong
Kong

33

Canada

27

Chile

35

7

Hong Kong

61

Ireland

25

Malaysia

33

Hong Kong

26

Philippines

31

8

Germany

54

South
Africa

13

South
Africa

26

Jersey

22

South
Africa

26

9

Canada

52

Uruguay

13

China

24

South Africa

18

Indonesia

25

10

Mexico

36

Canada

12

Chile

21

Germany

14

UK

25

Source: Austrade (2015)

AIBS found that more than 70 per cent of all
responding firms had made a direct investment
overseas. A smaller proportion had made an
investment in the United States, with 52 per
cent of respondents indicating export as their
preferred servicing mode. Smaller percentages
of companies preferred servicing the US market
through an agent or distributor based there (18
per cent) or through a foreign sales branch or
subsidiary (15 per cent).
Among those who had made an investment
in the United States, 56 per cent indicated that
their main motivation for doing so was to better
access the US market.
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Australian investments in firms the United
States are larger than in most other
destinations
OIAC found that Australian investments in the
United States were considerably larger on
average that Australian investment in many
other destinations (Figure 9).
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Figure 12: Value of investment stock versus number of foreign affiliates of
top Australian companies, 2015
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AIBS also found that close to 30 per cent of
all responding Australian firms have received
capital from overseas investors. Among those
who have received investment from the United
States, 34 per cent indicated that the main
motivation for the US investor was to achieve
financial returns. Other reasons were to access
particular skills and/or technologies (28 per
cent of companies) and to better access the
Australian brand (17 per cent of companies).
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While comments by President Trump so far have
targeted firms proposing to invest abroad and
export goods to the US, questions are raised
about the Administration’s future policies on
US investment in foreign firms that operate
outside the United States. Potentially, Australian
investment in the United States will benefit from
policies that promote investment domestically.
Potential new tariffs on imports, however, could
hurt economics of manufacturing by Australian
affiliates in the United States.

Trumping Trade: Understanding the
Australia-United States Economic Relationship

US linkages in three key sectors
The importance of the United States for
Australian investment is reinforced by other
studies in the two major sectors for AIA: financial
and insurance services, and mining. The mining
equipment, technology and services sector has
also be subject of several studies.
FINANCE AND INSURANCE SECTOR

abroad. Data is not available for the quantum
of mining investment by Australia in the United
States, as BEA tracks only manufacturing and
services for inbound investment. As shown in
Figure 7, however, the AIBS survey of the top
2000 companies showed that Australian mining
companies in the United States make up the
third largest sector for Australian investment by
number of companies.

The United States is a leading destination for
Australian investment in finance and insurance.
A 2011 Australian Bureau of Statistics study22 of
investment abroad by the Australian finance
and insurance sector found that the United
States ranks first for number of affiliates (282 or
22 per cent of all sector affiliates abroad) and
third in terms of investment and sales. Sector
investment in the United States totalled AU$7.3
billion, while sales were $6.2 billion in 2009-10.
Firms that established a presence in the United
States clearly did so to service the local market
with 97 per cent of sales by their US affiliates
recorded there. Growth in the sector has been
remarkable, with DFAT recording23 that between
2002-03 and 2009-10, the number of finance and
insurance businesses in the Americas grew by
555 per cent, despite the dampening effect of
the global financial crisis.

Figure 13: Australia's direct investment abroad
by industry24

The United States is also a major investor in
financial and insurance services in Australia, with
stocks of direct investment reaching US$19.7
billion (AU$ 27 billion) in 2015.

Source: DFAT (2016a)

MINING SECTOR
The United States is both a key source of mining
investment for Australia and a major destination
of Australian mining investment. Australia is the
single largest destination for US mining (including
oil and gas) direct investment.

Australia is the largest destination for US
mining direct investment
Mining is one of the largest sectors for Australian
investment abroad. As shown in Figure 13,
mining investment in 2015 made up 15.2 per
cent percent of all Australian direct investment

MINING

15.2%
OTHER

35.9%

Manufacturing

15.4%

FINANCIAL &
INSURANCE

31.4%

Analysis published by the Centre for Exploration
Targeting in 201625 shows that for the past
decade, at a country level, Australia has been
the number two mineral and coal exploration
investment destination globally, after Canada,
with the United States in third place. Australia,
through ASX-listed companies is also one of
the globe’s leading investors in exploration
– second after Canada. It is unsurprising
then, that Australian-listed exploration and
mining companies have a major presence in
North America.
A total of 75 ASX-listed exploration and mining
companies operated in North America in
2013 (separate figures for the United States
and Canada are not available), where they
implemented third largest exploration effort in

Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) (2011), Australian Outward Finance and Insurance Foreign Affiliate Trade, 2009-10, June 2011
DFAT (2011), Australia’s Outward Finance and Insurance Foreign Affiliates Trade in Services, 2009-10, August 2011
AIA by industry represents the main industry of the company operations in Australia, not the industry of the affiliate abroad
25
Ian Satchwell and Jim Redden, Sharing the benefits: enhancing Australia’s global leadership in the mining value chain, Centre for
Exploration Targeting, July 2016
22
23
24
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that region after Canada and the US. In five
years between 2008 and 2013, these Australian
companies delineated or discovered 39 new
mineral deposits in Canada and the United
States with an aggregate in-ground value of
AU$218 billion.
US mining investment in Australia has grown
rapidly with the development of LNG projects in
Queensland, the Northern Territory and Western
Australia. In 2015, US direct investment in mining
stood at US$29.6 billion26. This is the largest US
investment in mining in any nation outside the
United States and the largest category of US
investment in Australia.
MINING EQUIPMENT, TECHNOLOGY AND
SERVICES (METS)
The United States is a leading market for
Australian firms supplying mining equipment,
technology and services.
The METS sector27 has been one of Australia’s
fastest growing sectors for both exports and
international investment. METS companies
across all their business lines generated sales
worth AU$90 billion in 2012, according to a
survey conducted by Austmine in 201328.
In two recent surveys, the United States has
been identified as the first or second most
important market for METS firms.
In the Australian International Business Survey
201629, METS firms identified the United States
as their main current market (ahead of
Indonesia) and second most important in terms
of additional revenue over the next 2 years
(behind India). A 2015 Austmine survey30 of 432
companies found that the United States was a
close third behind Indonesia and New Zealand
as a key market for Australian METS firms.

While 60 per cent of firms said that the primary
mode of servicing their top markets abroad
was by direct export from Australia, 23 per cent
used some form of in-country presence, such
as subsidiary, joint venture or franchise. The
Austmine 2015 METS survey found that while 66
per cent of METS companies engage in export,
52 per cent have invested offshore and 46 per
cent have offices in the United States.
INVESTMENT AS A PATHWAY TO FOREIGN SALES
Australian direct investment abroad is an
increasingly important pathway for Australian
companies to supply goods and services.
Indeed, recent growth in sales in several foreign
markets, including the United States, is almost
entirely attributable to sales from Australian
affiliates located in these markets.

Sales by Australian affiliates in the United
States are nearly four times the value of
Australian exports to the US
Figure 14 shows that between 2002-03 and
2013, growth in sales from Australian majorityowned affiliates in the United States far
outpaced growth of exports from Australia to
the United States. Sales by Australian affiliates
in 2013 were AU$60.1 billion or 3.8 times the
value of Australian exports to the United States
of AU$15.9 billion. Growth in these sales was
the sole source of overall US market growth
since 2002-03.
While Australian exports to the United States
have since grown in value to AU$21.5 billion
(2015-16), and domestic sales figures from
Australian affiliates in the United States beyond
2014 are not yet available (2014 sales were
AU$64.4 billion), the importance of sales
compared to exports is likely to be maintained.

BEA (2016b), Direct Investment Positions for 2015, July 2016
Mining equipment, technology and services is a sector comprising firms that provide specialised support and solutions to the mining and
minerals industry
28
Austmine (2013), Australia’s New Driver for Growth: Mining Equipment, Technology and Services, July 2013
29
Austrade (2016)
30
Austmine (2015) New Realities, Bigger Horizons: Australian Mining Equipment, Technology and Services
(METS) National Survey, August 2015
26
27
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Figure 14: Australia’s exports and sales by
affiliates to the United States 2002-03 compared
to 2013
A$b
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Source: DFAT (2017a), based on BEA data

BEA data also show that Australian affiliates
also generated exports from the United
States of US$4.4 billion in 2015. They imported
US$2.5 billion of goods and services to the
United States.

Australian affiliates generated exports
from the United States of US$4.4 billion in
2015 and they imported US$2.5 billion of
goods and services

The share of affiliate sales in the United States
achieved by Australian manufacturing
companies suggest strength in the argument
that advanced manufacturing in Australia has
a vital global dimension. With its massive market
and real legal protections, the United States is
offering Australian manufacturers economies
of scale. Momentum is beginning to build – in a
sector in which we are urged by some to return
to sclerotic protectionism. Understanding of
current and potential firm performance is key to
avoiding unintended harmful consequences.
Similarly, US firms operating in Australia generate
sales of goods and services that are far higher
than exports from the United States to Australia.
In 2013, US affiliates in Australia had sales
of AU$189.7 billion compared to Australian
imports from the United States valued at
AU$39.5 billion31.

US ‘border adjustment taxes’ could harm
exports from Australia by both Australian
and US firms
Notwithstanding the impressive performance
of Australian affiliates in the United States,
AIBS survey data show that a large number
of firms in Australia continue to service the
US market through direct exports. This may
provide negative exposure for Australia-based
firms (Australian- and US-affiliated) to possible
imposition of US ‘border adjustment taxes’
on imports. Worse could be imposition of
discriminatory tariffs on firms that are perceived
as having ‘offshored’ jobs to Australia from the
United States.
Proposed lower company taxes and
reduced regulation that are proposed to be
implemented by the Trump administration will
place pressure on the Australian economy
and firms to continue to enhance efficiency
and competitiveness in order to sustain
competitiveness in US markets for both exports
from and inward investment to Australia.

31

DFAT (2016a)
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TRADE IN GOODS AND SERVICES
Two-way trade in goods and services is vital for
the Australian economy – providing pathways
for export sales of course, and also delivering
key inputs to manufacturing and services
activities, plus meeting the needs of Australian
consumers and other end-users. Naturally, much
of the economic commentary focusses on
exports, which are direct generators of income
and employment in Australia. But imports to
supply inputs to Australian businesses to enable
them competitively to export and supply
domestic markets are just as crucial.

The growth of global and regional value
chains, where inputs to goods and services
products are added in multiple locations, adds
an extra dimension to the need to eliminate
trade barriers to enable Australian businesses
to participate.
As the previous discussion highlights, however,
trade in 2017 has dimensions that go far beyond
exports and imports. Nowhere is understanding
this complex picture more important to Australia
than the United States.

Table 4: Australia’s top 15 two-way trade partners 2013-14 to 2015-16 (A$ million)
% growth
% share
of total

2014-15
to 2015-16

5 year
trend

149,951

22.7

4.4

5.5

64,790

69,240

10.5

6.9

5.8

72,103

67,588

60,266

9.1

-10.8

-2.6

Republic of Korea

35,146

35,475

33,878

5.1

-4.5

1.9

United Kingdom

20,687

21,749

26,969

4.1

24.0

1.7

New Zealand

22,646

23,649

24,458

3.7

3.4

3.2

Singapore

29,063

28,007

22,884

3.5

-18.3

-0.3

Thailand

18,779

20,009

21,100

3.2

5.5

2.5

Germany

17,755

17,559

19,715

3.0

12.3

4.3

India

14,716

17,910

19,293

2.9

7.7

-2.3

Malaysia

19,935

19,791

18,201

2.8

-8.0

3.9

Indonesia

15,993

14,879

15,314

2.3

2.9

1.8

Hong Kong (SAR of China)

16,463

15,276

15,307

2.3

0.2

18.9

Taiwan

12,483

12,827

12,287

1.9

-4.2

-1.6

Vietnam

9,213

10,239

10,148

1.5

-0.9

12.6

666,223

659,981

661,451

100.0

0.2

2.4

of which: APEC (c)

486,823

479,961

476,004

72.0

-0.8

3.2

ASEAN

98,486

98,614

92,958

14.1

-5.7

2.8

European Union 28 (d)(e)

85,298

85,535

95,574

14.4

11.7

2.1

OECD (c)(e)

292,284

295,513

303,264

45.8

2.6

1.8

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

China

151,825

143,570

United States (c)

58,465

Japan

TOTAL ALL COUNTRIES

Source: DFAT (2016c) Australia’s trade in goods and services 2015-16.

32

DFAT (2016c), Australia's trade in goods and services 2015-16, October 2016
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In 2015-16, the United States became
Australia’s second largest two-way trade
partner, overtaking Japan

It is also noteworthy also that European Union
nations (including the United Kingdom) reach
almost two-thirds of China’s two-way trade
with Australia, at 14.6 per cent of trade. ASEAN
nations in aggregate were not far behind, with
14.1 per cent.

DFAT reports half yearly on trade in goods and
services. DFAT data for 2015-1632, drawing on
data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.
Table 4 shows that in 2015-16, the United States
became Australia’s second largest two-way
trade partner, with 10.5 per cent of total trade,
overtaking Japan. China remained well ahead
as Australia’s number one trade partner, with
22.7 per cent of trade, principally driven by
commodity exports and good imports.

The map in Figure 15 illustrates Australia’s ten
largest two-way trade partnerships. While
China is a clear leader in terms of two-way
trade, the United States is a strong second,
followed by Japan. The map also illustrates
the diversity of Australia’s goods and services
trade relationships.
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Figure 15: Australia’s top ten two-way trade partners (AU$ billion)
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AUSTRALIA’S EXPORTS
Looking at exports, Table 5 shows that
notwithstanding rapid growth of Australia’s
minerals and energy exports to China, which
economy now accounts for 27.5 per cent
of Australia’s total exports, the United States
jumped ahead of Korea in 2015 in Australian
export ranking, to number three in value (with 7
per cent) after Japan (12.2 per cent).

Analysis of the differences in composition of
exports between Australia’s markets reveals that
the United States and EU nations, and to a lesser
extent ASEAN nations, import a high proportion
of value-added and knowledge-intensive
Australian goods and services.

In aggregate, ASEAN nations account for 11.7
per cent of Australian exports, while EU nations
make up 8.5 per cent.

The value of Australian exports to the
United States includes more than onethird as value-added manufactures and
knowledge-intensive services

Table 5: Australia’s top 15 export markets 2013-14 to 2015-16 (AU$ million)
% growth

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

2013-14

2015-16

% share
of total

2014-15
to 2015-16

5 year
trend

China

99,426

84,205

85,878

27.5

2.0

3.4

Japan

51,019

46,499

37,977

12.2

-18.3

-4.6

United States

17,138

20,526

21,917

7.0

6.8

9.4

Republic of Korea

22,476

20,385

19,692

6.3

-3.4

-4.1

India

10,378

12,554

12,839

4.1

2.3

-7.5

New Zealand

11,467

12,283

12,782

4.1

4.1

3.3

United Kingdom

7,837

8,551

12,069

3.9

41.1

-1.5

Hong Kong (SAR China)

12,806

11,242

11,262

3.6

0.2

25.8

Singapore

10,949

12,160

9,758

3.1

-19.8

4.4

Taiwan

8,134

7,724

7,500

2.4

-2.9

-5.0

Malaysia

7,231

8,145

7,457

2.4

-8.4

6.1

Indonesia

6,909

6,877

6,831

2.2

-0.7

3.2

Vietnam

3,803

4,458

4,819

1.5

8.1

13.7

Thailand

5,592

5,975

4,623

1.5

-22.6

-8.0

United Arab Emirates

3,285

3,910

3,706

1.2

-5.2

8.8

TOTAL ALL COUNTRIES

330,976

318,295

312,312

100.0

-1.9

1.0

of
which:

APEC

266,325

249,558

239,704

76.8

-3.9

1.6

ASEAN

37,063

40,405

36,393

11.7

-9.9

3.2

European Union (d)

21,812

22,612

26,683

8.5

18.0

-2.1

OECD

130,052

128,091

125,829

40.3

-1.8

-1.2

Source: DFAT (2016c)
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SERVICES TRADE

The value of Australian exports to the United
States includes more than one-third (34 per
cent) as value-added manufactures and
knowledge-intensive services. Key amongst
these are meat (15 per cent of total exports),
professional, technical and other business
services (11 per cent) and aircraft parts
(5 per cent).

Trade in services is the fastest growing category
of trade, both regionally and globally,
outpacing trade of physical goods in 2013, 2014
and 201533.

AUSTRALIA’S IMPORTS
As Table 6 indicates, the United States is the
second most important source of imports to
Australia, supplying 13.6 per cent of all imports
after China’s 18.4 per cent. A high proportion of
these imports are knowledge-and technologyintensive, as discussed later.

In services, the United States is Australia’s top
two-way trade partner by a large margin
(Table 7). Growth in services exports are key
to diversification of the Australian economy
and its move to greater knowledge intensity.
Services exports are in themselves important,
but increasingly, Australia’s goods exports have
high value services embodied within them.
Services also play a crucial role in global and
regional value chains, where Australia utilises
its comparative and competitive advantages
to add value to goods and services along an
international supply chain.

Table 6: Australia’s top 15 top import sources 2013-14 to 2015-16 (AU$ million)
% growth

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

% share
of total

2014-15 to
2015-16

5 year
trend

China

52,399

59,365

64,073

18.4

7.9

8.9

United States (c)

41,327

44,264

47,323

13.6

6.9

4.4

Japan

21,084

21,090

22,288

6.4

5.7

1.9

Thailand

13,187

14,034

16,477

4.7

17.4

7.7

Germany

14,827

14,770

16,165

4.6

9.4

5.3

United Kingdom

12,850

13,197

14,900

4.3

12.9

4.2

Republic of Korea

12,671

15,090

14,187

4.1

-6.0

15.0

Singapore

18,114

15,847

13,126

3.8

-17.2

-3.2

New Zealand

11,180

11,366

11,676

3.3

2.7

3.0

Malaysia

12,704

11,646

10,744

3.1

-7.7

2.5

Indonesia

9,084

8,002

8,483

2.4

6.0

0.7

Italy

7,359

7,343

7,464

2.1

1.6

4.5

France (e)

6,284

6,152

6,709

1.9

9.1

-0.5

India

4,338

5,355

6,453

1.8

20.5

17.6

Vietnam

5,410

5,781

5,329

1.5

-7.8

11.7

335,247

341,683

349,139

100.0

2.2

3.8

APEC

220,498

230,403

236,299

67.7

2.6

5.0

ASEAN

61,424

58,209

56,564

16.2

-2.8

2.5

European
Union (c)(d)

63,486

62,923

68,891

19.7

9.5

4.0

OECD

162,232

167,422

177,435

50.8

6.0

4.4

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

TOTAL ALL COUNTRIES
of which:

Source: DFAT (2016c)
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Table 7: Australia’s top 10 services two-way trading partners (AU$ million)
% growth

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

% share
of total

2014-15 to
2015-16

5 year
trend

United States

19,868

21,051

23,048

15.8

9.5

8.2

China

9,796

11,067

13,283

9.1

20.0

11.7

United Kingdom

10,661

11,734

12,227

8.4

4.2

5.6

Singapore

8,609

8,850

9,723

6.7

9.9

8.6

New Zealand

7,124

7,575

8,109

5.6

7.0

6.1

Hong Kong (SAR of China)

4,368

4,926

5,376

3.7

9.1

8.9

Japan

4,593

4,832

5,245

3.6

8.5

3.6

India

3,503

4,357

4,913

3.4

12.8

7.4

Germany

3,652

3,999

4,283

2.9

7.1

6.6

Indonesia

3,909

3,909

4,084

2.8

4.5

4.8

% Source: DFAT (2016c)

Table 8 shows Australia’s top five services export markets. Exports of services to the United States
in 2015-16 grew by 14.5 per cent from 2014-15 to AU$8.2 billion, with the United States the second
most important services market for Australia.
Table 8: Australia’s top five services export markets (AU$ million)
% growth

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16

% share
of total

2014-15 to
2015-16

5 year
trend

China

7,489

8,804

10,681

15.6

21.3

12.2

United States

6,512

7,169

8,205

12.0

14.5

9.3

United Kingdom

4,151

4,869

4,911

7.2

0.9

5.2

Singapore

3,581

3,812

4,343

6.4

13.9

7.3

New Zealand

3,804

3,985

4,117

6.0

3.3

5.1

Rank

1
2
3
4
5

Source: DFAT (2016c)

33

World Trade Organisation (WTO) (2016), World Trade Statistical Review 2016
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Table 9 shows services import sources and highlights the leadership of the United States. Imports of
knowledge-intensive services are key enablers of growth and diversification in Australia. They also
provide important components of global value chains in which firms in Australia participate.
Table 9 shows services import sources and highlights the leadership of the United States. Imports of
knowledge-intensive services are key enablers of growth and diversification in Australia. They also
provide important components of global value chains in which firms in Australia participate.
Table 9: Australia’s top five services import sources (AU$ million)
% growth

Rank

1
2
3
4
5

2013-14

2015-16

% share
of total

2014-15 to
2015-16

5 year
trend

United States

13,356

13,882

14,843

19.1

6.9

7.6

United Kingdom

6,510

6,865

7,316

9.4

6.6

5.9

Singapore

5,028

5,038

5,380

6.9

6.8

9.7

New Zealand

3,320

3,590

3,992

5.1

11.2

7.1

Japan

2,600

2,787

3,114

4.0

11.7

7.8

Source: DFAT (2016c)
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FEATURES OF AUSTRALIA – UNITED
STATES TRADE AND INVESTMENT
Intensity of knowledge and technology
It is notable that a high proportion of companies
operating in Australia that export to the United
States supply goods and services that are
knowledge- and technology-intensive. DFAT
data34, 35 show that for goods exports to the
United States, the largest category is elaborately
transformed manufactures (ETMs), led by
aircraft, spacecraft and parts.
ETMs comprised some 35 per cent of all of
Australia’s exports to the United States in 2015,
while making up only 11.9 per cent of Australia’s
overall exports. United States imports of
Australian-produced ETMs make up around 16
per cent of all Australia’s ETM exports.
Professional, scientific and technical services
make up 30 per cent of services exports to the
United States, compared with about 13 per cent
of Australia’s global services exports.

The two largest categories of business
of Australian firms in the United States
are manufacturing, and professional,
scientific and technical services.
These data are backed-up by the results of
the 2016 AIBS survey, which found that the two
largest categories of business conducted by
Australian firms active in the US market were
manufacturing (43 per cent) and professional,
scientific and technical services (11 per cent).
The United States is an important supplier of
knowledge- and technology-intensive goods
and services to Australia. Many of these are
capital goods (21 per cent of all goods imports
from the United States in 2015) and services to
business (21 per cent of all services imports).
As such, the United States provides high value
inputs to Australian business that help firms to be
competitive domestically and in export markets.

US firms operating in Australia spent US$1.2 billion
(AU$1.5 billion) on research and development
activities in 2014, and US$5.5 billion (AU$5.8
billion) in the five years 2010 to 201436.
Australian affiliates operating in the United
States spent US$196 million (AU$238 million) on
research and development activities in 2014
and US$801 million (AU$854 million) between
2010 and 2014.

Cooperation in global value chains
As mentioned earlier in this publication, global
value chains involve activities in multiple
locations in design, production, delivery and
sometimes ongoing maintenance of goods
and services. The growth of global and regional
value chains is one of the major changes to the
nature of world trade.
This means that tariffs and other restrictions on
imports decrease the competitiveness of a
country’s local industries, as they make inputs
more expensive.
Firms in both Australia and the United States
import foreign inputs to include in their products
and services for domestic consumption and
exports, which may then be further processed
in other countries. In OECD countries, about
two-thirds of trade now consists of intermediate
inputs traded within global value chains37.
There are many examples of Australia-US
value chains and excellent potential for more.
Outdated and simplistic proposals around
mercantilist themes of ‘exports good, imports
bad’ and trade deficits being undesirable are
potentially damaging to the very sectors that
they aim to protect.
Trade deficits are not necessarily undesirable,
contrary to rhetoric emanating from senior
personnel in several nations recently, including
the United States. Bilateral trade deficits and
surpluses are less relevant in the era of global
value chains, where goods and services are
produced at several locations before delivery
to customers. For example, Australia sells goods
and services to China incurring a large trade

DFAT (2016d), United States Trade and Economic Fact Sheet, December 2016
DFAT (2016e), Composition of Trade Australia 2015, June 2016
36
Data recorded and conversions calculated on historic cost basis
37
DFAT (2016f), Trade at a glance 2015
34
35
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surplus. Some of these find their way into goods
and services that China exports to the United
States, with which China has a trade surplus. In
turn, the United States sells goods and services
to Australia, some of which have Chinese and
Australian inputs embedded.

Asymmetry of interests
While Australia is a significant trade and
investment partner to the United States,
Australia’s trade and investment importance
to the United States is much less than the
importance of the United States to Australia,
with the exception of the mining sector. DFAT38
and BEA39 analysis underlines the asymmetrical
relationship in trade.
As noted earlier, the United States is Australia’s
3rd largest export market and 2nd largest source
of imports. Meanwhile, Australia is only the
United States’ 15th largest export destination
(2.1% of total US exports) and 29th import source
(0.7% of total U.S. imports) (2015 data).
The United States has a substantial trade surplus
with Australia (AU$25.4 billion in 2015-16), which
means that Australia operates a trade deficit
with the United States.
As well as being the biggest investor in Australia,
the United States is by far the world’s largest
international investor. Australia, however,
accounts for just 3.3 per cent of US direct
investment abroad and 1.3 per cent of inward
direct investment to the United States.
As noted earlier, however, Australia is the single
largest offshore destination for US investment in
mining, led by investment in LNG projects.

Australia’s minor trade and investment
role from the US perspective holds risks for
Australia
Australia’s relatively minor trade and investment
role from the US perspective is important in terms
of consideration with the US Administration of
that nation’s trade and investment interests.

38
39

Interestingly, in the context of current US trade
policy discussions, Canada, China and Mexico
are both the top three export destinations for
the United States and the top three import
sources. The reality of this situation may dampen
enthusiasm for punitive trade measures against
China and Mexico.

Impact of US growth policies
President Trump has foreshadowed economic
expansion and infrastructure programs. The
economic expansion program could include
corporate tax cuts, other tax reform, regulatory
reform, and military spending. Increased public
and private investment in infrastructure would
also stimulate the economy.
President Trump’s economic policies could have
the effect of rapid investment growth in the US,
and indeed are aimed at achieving this. Firms
could switch some or much of their current
global investment to the United States. Together
with trade policy that discourages US investment
abroad, the result could be a reduction in new
US investment in Australia.

Trade agreements
AUSFTA
The Australia – United States Free Trade
Agreement (AUSFTA) entered into force on
1 January 2005. It provides for extensive tariff
eliminations, quota increases, and removal
of impediments to investment and services
trade. Further liberalisation occurred from 1
January 2015, while Trade and Investment
Minister Steve Ciobo says that 98.4 per cent of
US tariff lines completely duty free for Australia
by 2023. AUSFTA also provides for a framework
to promote high levels of two-way investment
between Australia and the United States.
This includes higher thresholds for screening
of investments.
Periodic AUSFTA Joint Committee Meetings
review the operation of the Agreement
and seek to identify opportunities to further
strengthen the trade relationship.

DFAT (2016g), United States Trade and Economic Fact Sheet, December 2016
BEA (2016a)
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At this stage, the AUSFTA has not been
identified by the incoming US administration
for review or renegotiation. Prime Minister
Malcolm Turnbull said in November 2016 that
no changes will be made to AUSFTA under the
Trump administration.
That said, AUSFTA is now 11 years old and as
a consequence is no longer state of the art in
trade agreements. Some of its provisions have
also been subject to past and current criticism.
The demise of the Trans Pacific Partnership may
provide a window to revisit parts of AUSFTA. But
with opportunity also comes risk for Australia.
TRANS PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP
Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement (TPP)
negotiations were concluded in 6 October 2015.
The TPP parties were Australia, Brunei, Canada,
Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Peru, New
Zealand, Singapore, and Vietnam – and until 23
January, the United States. TPP is the most farreaching trade agreement to be negotiated in
the Asia-Pacific region.
The Trump administration has abandoned the
TPP. It remains to be seen whether the United
States will seek to negotiate a replacement
agreement or agreements. President Trump
has foreshadowed only bilateral agreements
in future.
TPP outcomes include enhanced market
access provisions for goods and services, as
well as for investors. Importantly in the age of
globalised investment, the TPP emphasises
liberalisation of provisions for investment in each
member economy, with more predictable and
transparent regulatory environments.
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RCEP
The Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP), currently in negotiation, may
replace parts of TPP, but overall is likely to be a
weaker agreement and crucially will not include
the United States. RCEP does include nine out
of Australia’s top 13 trading partners, including
China, Japan, Republic of Korea and India, plus
all ASEAN economies.
RCEP will account for account for almost 60 per
cent of Australia’s two-way trade, and 70 per
cent of Australia’s goods and services exports.
With the demise of TPP, RCEP becomes the
principal vehicle for Australia and others to
shape trade architecture in the Asia-Pacific.
Australia therefore should seek to have RCEP
incorporate provisions for market access, trade
in services and investment.
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CONCLUSION
The data and analysis in this paper
demonstrates how integrated and complex
is the Australia – United States economic
relationship. Policy decisions by Australia in
response to US policy changes must be taken
with full understanding of the interactions, risks
and opportunities.
The position of the United States as Australia’s
most important investment partner, second
largest trade partner, major technology partner
and key strategic ally means that the ongoing
relationship is complex and remains crucial to
Australia’s interests.
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Balancing of key trade interests, such as with
China, and strategic relationships with the
United States will be complicated and replete
with risk.
Australia’s lack of detailed information on
investment footprints of its firms and consequent
commercial interests in the United States, as
well as globally, represents a critical information
gap that must be filled. Without full information
on exposures, opportunities and risks, Australian
decision-making will be hampered and could
lead to disappointing outcomes.
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